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Delft #2 - With Offset Squares

My Delft #2 Quilt top uses 6 light / 12 medium / 6 dark fabrics - I added to the original set of 5 / 5 / 5 in 
the Delft "Gathering No Moss" kit

Here are the measurements for my second "Delft" Quilt.

#1) Centre Squares
35 centre squares cut : 5 1/2" x 5 1/2"
I cut 3 from each of 12 fabrics - one extra; I recommend using "medium" fabrics (and any others you may 
have) for the centre squares; 

#2) Inner Triangles
35 x 2 rectangles for inner triangles cut:  7 1/2" x 2 1/4"

 
When cut you'll have a set of 4 triangles - they're 
going to be a bit long but easier to sew and trim

18 of the rectangle pairs are dark / 17 are light

To cut the triangles - I laid my ruler on diagonal of 
the rectangle then offset it 1 3/8" on the  narrow 
ends (see photo)

18 sets of 4 triangles (the dark ones) cut on one 
diagonal / 17 sets of 4 triangles (the light ones) 
cut on opposite diagonal) 

Below are the 35 centre squares with inner triangles laid on top (90° angle on bottom - light triangles 
going one way; dark triangles going the other):
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Sew inner triangles to centre square, (see photos and comments below) press - trim these partial blocks 
to 7"; 

#3) Outer Triangles
You need 35 x 2 rectangles for outer triangles cut: 8 3/4" x 2 1/4" 
Be careful here - 17 sets of 4 (dark fabric) cut on same diagonal as contrasting fabric inner triangles, 18 
sets of 4 (light fabric)cut on opposite diagonal); 
In other words, where I had light inner triangles, I used a dark outer triangle / where there was a dark, I 
added a light
The outer triangles are added in the same way as you apply the inner triangles (see photos below)
After adding the outer triangles, press and trim the finished blocks to 8 1/4"

#4) Sashing
Cut 82 sashing pieces 1 3/4" x 8 1/4"; (17 WOF fabric 1 3/4" strips) 

#5) Sashing Corners
Cut 48 corners 1 3/4" x 1 3/4" (2 WOF 1 3/4" strips).

 Adding Triangles To Centre Block

Attaching first triangle - align 90° with corner of centre square - 
sew from centre of side to 90° corner - this is a partial seam 
construction technique. This block already has dark inner 
triangles, I'm adding the light outer triangles - the 90° are in the 
same direction. Adding the inner triangles is the same process

Add sides, 2,3,4 then finish seam 1. Press and trim
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This block (adding dark triangles to inner light triangles) is 
offset in the opposite direction - make sure you align the 90° 
angles - they will be in the opposite corner from the previous 
blocks - sew first partial seam from 90° corner half way. Here 
you're sewing from wide to narrow.

There will also be border fabric added - I just don't know what yet, likely a narrow inner border, with 
another narrow contrasting border, finished with a wider outer border - all of that depends on the 
finished size of the completed panel.

35 finished blocks laid out. Sashing to 
come
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